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,"cc"..' /> '''<, 'th:" , " ti to seq'uencethe human genome first became exposed to pub-
, , Since e lOltla ve ' d 'H bo S

'la~e. ' ,/ r di sion which effectively began at last summer's Col Spring ar r ymP'l'-
",:,llJ>ro1l)j,:Id tiJe" ~~, ' ,~c s~th s'asm for embarking in the near future on a full-scale sequencmg effort
'Cvs" ~c aJ. J ' Slum, en u 1 'v , " ' 'of icand h ical

fOr os, C'L' 01] a Slgna- d iri f ' "fthe 'more modest short-term goal a genenc an p yslCc, e,;r;;l...... tlJef ' -I-has wane In avor 0 . '" '.' . . . . ..' '. .' . . . ..
'alte-lJl -''-4,JjJJc, s) 0 certaIn facl1- ma in of the genome.In the public domain, atle:iSt,tha~_ trend continues, as ~Vl~

s/Jch atl~,/,' "d ppd tv th, discussions at the second meeting of the National Academy of SC1-
BlIsn.. as c9J.' ntrast wHile de- ence ('NA'S) committee on the genome project. However, one notable absence

..L ..("'>,.;C't&s m co) ences· .' .> frornth '
\.liey J --.'" , ' ro osal. asa "c~srru~~ :from the. gathering was Walter- Gilbert, who,:cecenuy· resigned If9~. e comml,ttee

/ ;,;,mJ(Bntls~ fre ~till sticking 0 thelt hn order topursue his pliiris to establish a private company, Genom, Corporanon;
! ~ntnbUnon, mandatory, 'I)-hour- r,thnvould push ahead rapidly ,with both mappmg and sequenclOg", GIlbert: ,;ho IS

/,: 984 demand for ~ "1 ther the Dntted i<j, "Harvard and was for a time chairman of Biogen, hopes rocombme this jomrex-
, , / ton ,\, te th It ,a II' .. c '
,~v notice inspec1:. at all frd~ e .'mtience in a venture that would, he said, be se mg genetIC intormanon.
, ,'ro move ,("a"s!' ' 'h c. le involved\ States IS golOg_ $64,000questJon" s " ! Gilbert's departure from the NAS committee as; tor manypeo.p e mvo ve , pro-
\ SInon IS now the duced a more balanced approach to the comrruttees stated.o~Jeetlves, In which a
, PO"lltOnean diplomat, 'c "on nrocedurc< v complete sequence orilie genome's 3 billion bases is described as "a subsidiary

a '" r n venuf'a~ , r 'the " " " , fundIf agreement 0 rtiClpants 111 goal," For more than a year Gilbert has been atttmprmg to raise pnvate s to
...... be reached., thenmost Pt-~n arc confidenr establish what he termedthe "Human GenomeInstitute," whose.activities would

can sconven' d' rei ' uldb ' d b th 'chemical weapon . 'ssues of isag include development of new technologies but woi e aJmeat. 0 mappmg .
that other outStand111f; intO place, Tn and sequencing in the short ter

f11,
He plans to have a physical map within a year of

ment would rapIdly a dures to be ador start-up and major regions sequenced within 3 years,
include the votu: g pro~~mmirtec esta9L These figures caused rai~ed eyebrows at the Academy's gathering, being consid-
b the international. of the cq0\')w\ ered to be rather oprimisticBy contrast, the committee was talking In terms of a
t~ oversee the operatlon is that,none /genetic IT)ap (which is related to the physicalmap) being produced over a period of

The feeling 10,Ge'::';~ternaH"ims- 5 years,and at a cost of $100 million, And major forays into sequencing are
de nds on a v,anery the Rearenucal thought best delayed until.fasterand cheaper methods, have been developed,
, ~e posslbihty tha\ r vc plitically As the technical debate, is being honed, so too is political sensitivity, both in
tS, tion rnaycome:t? . cue \/have se- terms ofpo~enti~ congressional response to me proj~tat:l.d,the interagency ten-
tr~'l\,ons convention wad' . sions thatare developing over how funding for thevariouscomponents of the proj-
w eful arms control ~~,some diplo- ect might be organized, James Wyngaarden, director"of the National Institutes of
:ted during an e\eetlgeives a "win- Health (NIH), told the NAS committee that during hearings on the institute's cur-

A second fac\or, aCJotiations with rent budget proposals, positive comments are already being made .about the scope
ats is whether th%ld close if the of the human genome project, both in terms.of benefits and costs, And Robert

:~,,:ofOpportUlU)bfeels that Gor- Cook-Deegan, who is heading an Office of Technology Assessment report on the
the Soviet Un~o.bo .much away-in genome project, ·.aid,.that some congressmen are imerestedin the project as a po-
military est~b}tions for insufficient tential boost to American c;om tloveness In lotee 0 agy.
bachev has'9 . 100g1Sts can e encouraged. y these sentIments, sal ook-Deegan) bur, he
his arms .yq>otential impact of the warned) the proc~sofgoin.gto,CoI1gress.with.majo~. initiatives in science .is ex~
return. ",;,reapons production in trclllely ~npredietable, nomatterhovvmerhoriolls~e p~()ject maybe. A great fear;

Thirqfcurrently scheduled for repeatedly expressed, is that Congress will warmly embrace the proposal hut will
start-fAdelman, the head of the not apflropriate sufficient new funds to cover it: funding agencies, particularly
the,tnd Disarmament Agency, NIH, might then be teft with no p;>Iitical optionb,)1tro squeeze existing projects to
09{crated the Administration's pay for genomernapping,aI1?,.sequencing~::Neverthdess; it is not at aU clear that
~( .the. production of binaries sufficient ~ntl1usi~smhas yet·been engender~d in Congress' to ensure successful pas
lcad, even with a ban in pros~ sage.for, a 11U!TI<}-'1. genome proposal, quire. a~art frornme va~aries of the system_

,surethat our negotiators' hands A second fear, expressed s\'tongly by David Botstein ofthe Massachusetts Insti·
,pty," Some feel that the initiation tute?fTechnology,,,,,d James Watson ofCold SprinpHarbor Laborarory, con-

Iction CDuld lead the Soviets to ccr,,' the quality Cjtthe work. that might befunded,Spec~cal\y,althoughpartici-
" /" from the Geneva negotiations. pants said thatihir ",ere cOf11fortabl~with thepeer-revie)",ystem that operates f
)ily~and perhaps least predicrably- NIH research grant~,t;hey were less sanguine abOut'!4alitycontrol for work fun.

/~ is the impacr ofthe new ralks designed ed by the Departmenr 'of Energy (DOE) and earried ""rig,;!ts labOrarories, The
.,,~o eliminate medium~range nuclear miss!les DOE, a1tho~gh iHs$e,chiefinstigatoI""o~me c~rrent"~¢e project and:~as a

/Y III Europe, amovethathasfocusedattentlon ready.cqpl11.11tted CI).f?sl~,~rable funds to It, IS seen by som~'{members of the bIOla
i on the East~West balance of conventional calcommuniry ashaving straye~ into tl1~5territoty_Tensions over academic St2

forces and chemical armaments, Already dards will therefore add to:the already established turf battles between the two
France has ,announced that; in the light of jor agencies. If;a~s~enlsIikdy,the genome 'project does proceed assome kind
what it considers to bea growing chemical co,ordin~t~d, ii1teragency vent:ure,tllcn the disparity in ~e different sy:stems tha
threat from the,Soviet Union,itinten~s to ui .placearNIH and DOEfor assessing'research' proposals and research contra
srart the production of chemical weapons as will probablyb" modified, ,.' ROGERLEWIN
a "dissuasive force." • DAVID DICKSON .l
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Risks reported by biotechnology faculty.

*Significantly different from faculty with, industry support (P < 0.05); 'tSignifi-
cantly different from faculty with industry support (P'< 0.01).

"To some extent or
to great extent" (%)

51*
4lt

78*
82t

68t

6lt

53t

No in
dustry
sup
port

productivity could have missed important qualitative effects of
industrial support on their work. A survey offaculty inevitably fails
to explore adequately the full effects of UIRR's on students. Such
effects remain to be explored more thoroughly.

In addition, even the small probability of certain devastating
occurrences is sufficient to engender caution. Of greatest concern
may be Ktimsky's (14) suggestion that WRR's, precisely because
they involve very talented and productive faculty, could threaten the
collective judgment or ethics of scientists in a field of research. The
worry here is that researchers with industrial support or othertypes
of involvement in commercial enterprises may be influenced bytheir
personal financial interests in judging the merits of proposals
submitted for peerreviewtofunding agencies or in commenting on
public policy problems. Another related concern is that junior
faculty withoutcommercial involvements maybe reluctant to speak
out on certain policy issues because they fear displeasing, senior
faculty whose financial interests might be adversely affected.

Another difficulty in comparing-the benefits and risks of UIRR's
in biotechnology or other fields is that the long-run implications of
current findings are hard to estimate. Furthermore, ·the trade-off
depends on how societyvalues thevarious consequences ofUIRR's.
Any losses to science Or to. university values that result from
marginal increases inthe level ofsecrecy' inuniversities may be more
than offset by net additions to knowledge that result from the
infusion of industty funds into the 'labs oftalented faculty. Marginal
shifts in the direction of university work toward more applied and
commercially relevant projects may have benefits for human health
and economic growth that far outweigh the risks to scientific
progress. In the long run, the continued well-being of universities
and university science depends importantly on the health of our
economy and on public perception that supporting university
research contributes directly to practical results.

Though much. remains to be learned, our data at least suggest
some ways in which,universities and government can reduce any
risks that industrial support poses for involved academic institu
tions. First, universities shouldcarefully' monitor their relationships
with biotechnology companies. Universitiesmay wantto make clear
to faculty and companies that they are opposed to the protection of
trade secrets resulting from industrially supported research and that
the right to publish research results (with modest delays for
companies to file patents) must be protected. Past tesearch has also

To what extent does industry research support
pose the riskof
Shifting too much emphasis to applied research 70
Creatingpressures for facultyto spend too much 68

time on commercial activities
Undermining intellectual exchange and cooperative 44

activitieswithin departments
Creatingconflict between facultywho support and 43

oppose such activities
Creating unreasonable delays in the publicationof 40

newfindings
Reducing the supply of talenteduniversity teachers 40
Altering standards for promotion or tenure 27

In-
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this·explanation would suggest'at a minimum that industries are
supporting faculty who arevery important to their parent institu
tions.

Inthisrespect, if is interesting tonote thatfaculty involved in
UIRR'sseemcapable ofcommercial,aswellasacademic productivi
ty. This lends support to the anecdotalobservation that individuals
who ',' are highly.successful , in ,one'dimension, ,such'as ,scholarshi~,
seem also to be capable' of success in'rather different dimensions,
such as the production of intellectual ptopetty with potential
commercial value. It should provereassuring ro universiriesthar the
commercial accomplishments of faculty involved in UIRR's do not
seem to diminish their c0mn.1itmentsito publication,teaching, or
other forms of serviceto theuniversity or scientific, community, at
least by the measures employed in ounurvey. This finding is
consistent with other research showing that faculty. who consult to
outside agencies do not show diminished productivity in their
university roles (11).

Another possible explanation for the observed productivity of
faculty involved inUIRR's is that industrial support enhances their
performance along some or all of the dimensions we examined. It
would seem perfectly plausible that contact with industrial sponsors,
even through agreements th~t support,basic research, would in
crease, the commercial,' productivity and the earnings (J,funiversiry
faculty. Less obvious, but equally plausible, is the possibility that
UIRR's could increase the scholarly productivity offaculty, either
through adding to their research support, or through exposing them
to new perspectives on theirwork. A considerable bodyof scholarly
worksuggests that interaction between scientists doing applied and
basic research may enhance the work of both groups (12, 13).

A critical question, of course, iswhether 'these' apparent benefits
of UIRR's,in 'biotechnology for universities, and. their faculties are
.associated with anyrisks to traditional university values or practices.
Our data strongly suggest that such risks exist.

One 'of the-rnost jmportant is 'an 'apparent,' tendency toward
increased secrecy among faculty supported by industries. Other tisks
include an apparent tendency, "worrisome to the' great majority of
respondents, for UIRR's to shift'university research in moreapplied
directions and the frequency" with'which industries seem' to .place
restrictions on publication" beyond requiring simply, that they be
allowed to reviewpapers prior to submission. In previous work,we
also reported that students and fellows supported by industry funds
often face obligations to workonprojecrsidentified by industry, or
to workfor industries whentheir training is complcted-e-conditioris
not imposed by governmental sponsors (1).

Insome respects, however, evenour findings concerning the risks
ofUIRR's in biotechnology are reassuring. Only a tiny minority of
biotechnology faculty in our sample report that they hold equity in
companies supporting theiruniversity research. Someobservers may
even find reassuring the frequency with which faculty report that
they are concerned about the risks posed by industrial support of
biotechnology research. These figures offer some evidence that,at
least at current levels of involvement with industry, faculty remain
sensitive and committed to traditional university values and prac·
tices. Althoughnot a guarantee against erosionof these,values, such
faculty attitudes may indicate that ,they retain a capacity to police
their own relationships with industrial sponsors. Thosewhosemajor
interest is the field of biotechnology may also find it reassuring that
biotechnology faculty are still much less likely than chemists and
engineers to have connections with industry, thoughthis,of course,
may change over time.

In assessing the risksof UIRR's, however, 'the limits ofour study
should be kept in mind. Because faculty may have been unwilling to
report certain behavior, we mayhave underestimated the prevalence
ofcertain worrisome siruations. Ourquantitative measures offaculty
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Table ,2., Selectedmeasuresof .behavior among biotechnology faculty.
Publications refersto publications in refereed journals during the previous 3
years; Teaching time refers to the average number of hours of contact per
week with graduate students or postdoctoral fellows. Activities refers to the
numberof activities in nniversities or professional roles (university. adminis
tration, professionaljournals, and officer in professional association). Publi
catiori trends refers to the difference between the number of refereed
publications during last 3 years and number ofpublications for an average 3
year period during a faculty member's career.

signal heavy involvement with industry. Controlling for other
factors, ,these heavily involved groups reported publication rates,
hours of student or postdoctoral contact, and involvements in other
professional activities that did not differ significantly from (and in
some cases exceeded) those of other faculty.

The measures used here to assess' the relation' betWeen faculty
behavior and industrial support of their research have obvious
limitations. Simple figures on publication rates and teaching time
could have missed differences in the quality or nature ofpublications
or teaching among biotechnology faculty with and without industri
al support. By lumping classroom teaching together with laboratory
supervision, we, could have missed differences in' the way faculty
with and without industry funds distribute their time among these
very ,different types of educational activities. Nevertheless, the
findings should on balance prove reassuring to the university
community. Certainly.' our data on' selected indicators provide, no
evidence that industrial support offaculty research in biotechnology
is associated with decreased faculty ptoductivity. If anything, the
opposite seems the case.

Commercia/productivity amongfaadty. One of the possible benefits
of UIRR's in biotechnology and other fields is that they may
encourage faculty to commercialize their research findings more
readily than faculty without industrial research support. Such a
tendency could result in 'greater income for the university and
benefits to society, through increasing the, rate at' which research
results are transferred into practical application ..

To examine this hypothesis, we asked biotechnology faculty in
our sample whether their university research had resulted in any
patent applications, patents.tortrade secrets. Faculty with industry
support were more than twice as likely (37 versus 17%, P < 0.001)
as faculty without such support to answer affirmatively.

These data do not establish that industrial support actually
increased the commercial productivity of faculty. It may be that
industry successfully seeks out faculty whose work seems likely to
have commercial application. 'However, faculty ',seem to feel that
industrial support is helpful in producing commercially useful
results from their research. Among biotechnology faculty participat
ing in' VIRR's who' reported patent applications" patents; or trade
secrets, 48% said that industry support had contributed significantly
to the work rhat led to these commercialization efforts. When asked
about the benefits" of industrial support of university' research, ,a
majority offaculty with and withour industry research funds agteed
that U1RR's increase the rate of applications from basic research to
some extent or a great extent (Table 3).

Involvement in UlRR's may also offer faculty opportunities to

increase their 'personal income through royalt~es from licensed
patents, consulting to industry, and other means. Such additional
earnings may reduce pressures on universities to increase faculty

-ll-Diffcrc:nces were statisticallysignificant (P < 0.05).

,-,-

participate in time-consuming chores, such as consulting, that'
compete with university activities.

To assess whether such shifts in"behavior are occurring among
biotechnology faculty who are involved in UIRR's, we asked
respondents to tell us how many articles. they had published in
refereed journals during the last 3 years, how many hours of contact
they had weekly (including laboratory supervision) with students or
postdoctoral fellows, and whether they had served in any of several
professional roles within or outside the university-in the last 3 years
(7).

Compared with colleagues doing biotechnology research, faculty
receiving industry support in biotechnology reported significantly
more publications and involvements with other professionalactivi
ties but no statistically significant differences in teaching time (Table
2). However, such simple comparisons offaculty with and without
industry support could be misleading. In order to be classified as
receiving industry support, faculty in our sample had to be principal
investigators on at least one industrial grant or contract. In contrast,
the group without industry support includes some faculty who are
not Pl's on projects ofany sort and may be less senior than or differ
in other ways from principal investigators on industry projects.

To correct for such confounding effects, we performed multivari
ate analyses that examined the association between key faculty
behaviors and industry support while controlling for the faculty
member's academic rank, the number of years since completing his
or her highesr degree, the faculty.member's total research budget
from all,sources, his or, her involvement in consulting or other
relationships with industry, and a variety of other characteristics,of
faculty and the universities in which they work. In taking account of
sample faculties' research budgets from all sources, we effectively
controlled for whether they were PI's on at leasr 'one externally
funded grant or contract. Because ofthe way our questionnaire was
constructed, faculty could report receiving research funds only for
projects ,on which, they were, PI's. These, multivariate analyses
confirmed the significance and direction ofthe associations reported
in Table 2.

It is possible that faculty with industry funds are publishing less
than they did before they began receiving industry support, even
though they still compare favorably along this dimension with
faculty not participating in UIRR's. To examine this possibility, we
asked faculty how many papers they had published in refereed
journals during their professional careers and then compared their
publication rates for an average 3-year period with their reported
rates during the last 3 years (8). As Table 2 shows, biotechnology
faculty with and without industry support reported publishing more
in the last 3 years than they did during an average 3-year period;
Faculty with industry support reported a greater increment in their
publications than did other faculty. However, the difference wasnot
statistically significant (P = 0.14), a finding confirmed in multivari
ate analysis.

Faculty who receive a large proportion of their research support
fromiudustry, or combine such heavy support with other types of
industrial relationships, may be more affected by industrial support
of university research than faculty with lesser levels of involvement
with industry. To .seewhether this might be the case, we examined
the reported behavior of several subgroups of biotechnology re
spondents: faculty who received more than 50% oftheir biotechnol
ogy research support from industry; faculty who received more than
50% of their research support from industry and also added at least
20% to their base salary from consulting to a fer-profit company;
faculty with more than 50% oftheir support from UIRR's who also
consulted exclusively for one biotechnology company; faculty who
received more than 80% of their research support from industry;
and a series of other combinations of characteristics' that' might

Status

.No industry support
Industry support

Publi
cations

11.3*
14:6'

Teaching
time

20.3
22.2

Acti
vities

1.1*
1.4*

Publi
cation
trends

2.2
3.3
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THE PEUGEOT 505 STX V6.
While many European performance sedans are

learly models of engineering excellence, they still
lave a tendency to be a little rough around the
\<lges. For their makers' inspection, we respectfully
ubmit the Peugeot 505 STX V-6 2.8i.

.'A POWERFUL V-6 ENGINE AS REFINED AS
THE REST OF THE CAR.

While other European perfarmance sedans are
iUSY getting the most out of their in-line four and
lccasional six-cylinder engines, the 505 STX is
lebuting a more refined ali-alloy, twin overhead
~m, 145 hp V-6.
:. Its uncommonly high level of torque at low revs
jrovides a wonderfully spirited feeling.

And its computer-controlled fuel injection,' tuned
ntake and exhaust systems and flawlessly balanced
:rankshaft and camshaft have inspired one persnick
lty engine connoisseur we know to call it "anexcep
ionally smooth, aggressive engine that's. even a joy
'0 the ear!II

A SUSPENSION THAT WILL SHOCK MANY
PERFORMANCE SEDAN MAKERS.

To say the 505 STX is roodworthy is an under
stctement. It features fully-independent suspension,
«rrioble power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering,
Iront and rear anti-sway bars, and front-ventlloted
disc brakes enhanced by a computerized anti-lock
system.

Yet despite its superb handling characteristics, the
505 STX doesn't ask you to endure the hard ride
great handling cars normally have. Because it also
features. unique shock absorbers that have twice as
'lany valves as ordinary shocks. And because they
~ designed, built and patented by Peugeot, no

'I' performance sedan can have the 505 STX's re
rood manners ("Perhaps the nicest all-around

the automotive world."- Motor Trend).

\~t Motors of Amertcc, Inc..

A LEVEL OF CIVILITY THAT PUTS MOST
LUXURY SEDANS TO SHAME.

Inside the 505 STX, amenities abound. Every
thing anyone could want is here including a new six- .
speaker Alpine-designed stereo cassette with
anti-theft device and central locking with infra-red re
mote control. The orthopedically-designed seats that
have helped earn Peugeot the distinction of being
one of the most comfortable of all European sedans'
are enveloped in a sumptuous hand-fitted leather.
(Speaking of comfort, we should note that the 505
STX is priced at a comparatively low $23,750.*)

ALL THE SOLIDITY OF A BOXY EUROPEAN
SEDAN. WITHOUT THE BOX.

At Peugeot, we believe a car should be able to
have the durability of a tank, without having to look
like one. So in the 505STX, solid unibodyconstruc
tion and the strength of thousands of spot welds are
incorporated into. a body whose fluid lines were cre
ated by Pininfarina, legendary designer of cars like
the Ferrari 328 GTS.

THE ONLY ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
RATED AAA.

Only Peugeot offers you the comfort of AAA**
service and protection. In the rare event of trouble
arising on the road, you simply call AAA and help
will be on the way from one of 15,000 locctlons.

To learn just how relined the 505 STX really is,
we suggest you call your local Peugeot dealer who
willarrange to give you the ultimate lesson in refine
ment. A testdrive. (He'll also be glad to give you infor
mation about our new convenient leasing program.)

For additional literature and the name'of your
nearest Peugeot dealer, call 800-447-2882.
• POE Manufacturer's Suggested Retail price. Actual price may vary by dealer. Destina
tion charges, options, tcxes, dealer preparation, if any, title and license fees are exira.
•• Membership subject to the rules and regulations of @

•
~ PEUc;EOT 505

m NOTHING ELSE FEELS LIKE IT.'"

\/~~
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Biotechnology: Implications for the University

DAVIDBLUMENTIIA.L, MICHAEL GWCl<, KAREN SEASHORF LOUIS,
MICHAEL A. STOTO, DAVID WISP
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D; Blumenthal is execurive directorofand M. Gluck is a research assistant at the Center
for Health Policy and Management, John F. Kennedy School ofGovernmene, Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA 02138. K. S. Louis is senior researcher, Center for Survev
Research, University of Massachusetts, Boston, MA 02116. M. A. StOto is associate
professor of publicpolicv, Kennedy School of Govemmenr.und D. Wise is John F.
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Study Design
The analysis presented here is based on a survey of iiliiversity .

faculty conducted in the winter of i 985. A sample of 1997 faculty .
wasselected in a rwo-step-process-.First, we selected 40 universities
from among the 50 .schools that receive the largest amounts of
federal research fundsin the United States (3).

Second, for those 40 universities, we developed a list of 3180 life
science faculty members tinstructors, leeturers,assistant professors,
associate professors, and' full professors) included in published
catalogs as members of the dep~rtments of biochemistry, molecular
biology, genetics, microbiology, biology, cellular biology, or botany
(4). We selel~;d these departments because we judged them to be
most likely t'l contain faculty conducting research involving the new
biotechnologies. From Ibis list, we randomly selected 1594 individ
uals. A comparison group of403 nonlife scientists was drawn from a
list of 1211 faculty in departments of chemistry and engineering
from the same institutions. We sought such a comparison group in
order to assess the relative prevalence 'ofUIRR's in biotechnology
and in other'~fields known to have a long history ofinvolvement with
industry.

Each of the 1997 faculty in our sample was mailed an eight-page
questionnaire dealing primarily. withhiso~ her research activities
and invol\\Cment\Vith industry: If the questionnaire was not re
turned-within 3 \Ved<s, a 'second mailing was sent. One hundred
fifty-six rr~pondents ,were ineligible (deceased" retired, no longer
associated with the university, or incorrectly reported as a faculty
member in the catalog). Of eligible respondents, 69% (993) in the
life sciences and 65% (245) in chemistry and engineering returned
completed questionnaires. Table 1 summarizes pertinent characteris-
tics of respondents. .

Among life scie,nce respondents, 800 of 993 (81%) did reseatch
involving the new biotechnologies. lri the body of the article, we
refer; to these respondents as "biotechnology" faculty and to the
remaining 193 lifescience respondents as "other lifescience" faculty.
Unless otherwise indicated, our analyses concern respondents in our
biotechnology group. In comparing groups within our ,sample, we

. dramatic in recent years.UIRR's in the new biotechnologies,
The growth of university-industry research relationships therefore, provide an intriguing case study for exploring both the
in biotechnology' has' raised questions concerning· the' porential risks and the potential benefits of UIRR's generally for
effects" both sitive and negative, on universiti A academic institutions.

o over 1200 faculty mem . r univer'
sities in the. United, States reveals that biotechnology
researchers. with industrial support publish; ,at·· higher
rates, patent more frequently, participate in !\tll\'e admin
istrative andpro(essional activities and eari;l more tho
coHea eswithout such support. _!_ e same , ,
ty with in nstry are mu more likely than other
biotechnology faculty to report that their research has
resulted in trade secrets and that commercial consider
ations have influenced their choice of r,esea,rch projects.
Although the data do not establish a causgl connection
between industrial support and these fa~ behaviors,
our findings strongly suggest that university-industry
research relationships have both benefits and riskS' for
academic institutions. The challenge for ,universities is to
find ways to manage these relationships that will preserve
the benefits while minimizing the risks.' •

.L

U NCVERSlTY-iNDUsrRY RESEARCH.RE.~\l'IONSHIPS(UIRR's)
in biotechnology havegrown increasinglyimportant for both
industries and universities in the United States. Recent

research indicates that nearly half the firms coUducting or supporting
research in biotechnology are involved in UlRR's. Their funds may
account for 16 to 24% ofallexternal support fur university research in
biotechnology (1).

The growth ofUIRR's in biotechnologyand other fields, howev-'
er, has raised critical questions .conceming:,r:heir. effects on institu
tions of higher education. Do such relationships affect the scholarly
or commercial productivity of university faculty? DoUIRR's influ
ence the commitment of faculty members to teaching or their
participation in the time-consuming, sometimes tedious administra
tive activities so essential to the health' ,of universities or a field of
science? Do industrial research relationships' encourage secrecy
among scientists, disrupt relationships.among scientific colleagues;
or lead faculty to shift the direction of their research toward applied
or commercially oriented projects? I

From a survey of over 1200 faculty members in 40 of the most
research-intensive ' U.S. universitiesawe report on the effect of
UIRR's on faculty whose work involves'the "new biotechnologies"
(2). These fields include recombinant,DNA technology, monoclonal
antibody techniques, gene synthesis; gene sequencing.cell and tissue
culture techniques, .large-scale fermentation, ,and enzymology. The
expansion of UIRR's in these scientific fields has been especially
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BY WALTER KIECHELIII

HOW TO GIVE A SPEECH
You should come across like your own sweet self. This
usually takes a lot ofpreparation.
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• Looking for an easy way to reduce even a
strong, self-confident manager to a nail-bit
ing mass of insecurities? Just ask himto give
a speech to an unfamiliar audience. If he can't
get out of accepting, he'll probably devote
several sweaty hours to writing out his re
marks or.ifhe is seniorenough, delegate the
awful task of composition to some underling.
When the hour of execution arrives, he will
stride manfully to the podium, assume a
quasi-fetal stance, and proceed to read his
text word by droning word. Not for nothing
does pop research indicate that the average
American fears speaking before a group
more than he fears death. As Paul Nelson,
dean of Ohio University's college of commu
nication, observes, "Death is faster."

Choose life, even if it means working to
become a better speaker. Why don't more
managers take up the challenge? "Most busi
nessmen are worried that they're going to
come across like someone else," argues
Charles Windhorst, co-founder of Communi
spond. It's a firm thatteaches executives that
the trick in fact is to have all the mechanical
stuff down so pat that the authentic, worth
listening-to you comes through undistorted.
Learn the basics and get out of your own way.

Thebasics begin when you're invited to
speak. While the folks asking may have a fog
gy idea of what they want you to talk on,
their none-too-clear guidelines probably
leave you ample room to set your own topic,
Don't be in a hurry here. First, the experts
universally advise, you should find out as
much as you canabout your audience.

Who are these people-what age, sex, and
line of work-and why will they be assem-·
bled? If they're mostly women, you will want
to use more examplesthatfeature you know
whom.Arethey comingto hearyou more or
less voluntarily, or is their'attendance re-

~ quired? Captive audiences' are harder to
~ grab. When are you supposed to talk to
6 them? !fit's right after a meal or at the end of
~ the day, expect Coma City; leading off in the
.! morning often means that you'll lose 15 min
~ utes to your hosts' unavailing attemptsto
~ 'start ontime.Maybemost important, why do
~ they want to hear from you, of all people?
§ Much of this dope you can get by grilling

the person who had the temerity to invite
you. For the ultimate in analysis, though,"
nothing beats spending a little time with your
prospective audience. Robert Waterman Ir.,
whose co-authorship of In Search of Excel
lence propelled him into big-time speaker
dam, finds that if he's to exhort some
company's troops, for example, it helps a lot
to poke around the corporation for a day or
so beforehand talking to everybody he can.
He canthenaddress their specific concerns.

Once you have a feel for your audience,
consult your mental inventory of what inter
ests you these days. Not just what you know
or can amass facts on, but what you' care
about. Dale Carnegie said it 70 years ago, and
the experts are still saying it: !f you're not
excited about your subject, you won't be able

. to exciteyour audience about it either. To
find yourtopic, lookfor whereyour concerns
intersect withtheirwants andneeds. Decide
on your purpose-s-whether to inform,pet
suade, or'entertain. Then give your impend
ing address' what Max Wortman, a
management professor at the University of
Tennessee and a popular speaker," 'calls a
"schmaltzy" title. Not "Currerit Realities and
Future Trends in the Brake Shoe Industry";

Pop research
indicates that
the average
American
fears
speaking
before a
group more
than he
fears death.
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The Max-Planck-Society ha;s celebrated its 75th birthday with
its thirdNobel Prize in 3 years and bright prospects) but
tensions remain over its relationship to German universities

Germany's 75 Years of
Free Enterprise Science

Munich

T.HE core idea of the modem research
. university-that teaching and. re

search thrive best if carried out in
dose proximity-was conceivedby the Ger
manscientist Wilhelm von Humboldt in the
early 19th century. It is therefore ironic that
Germany's foremost . organization for the
support of basic research, the Max-Planck
Society (MPG), was created deliberately ro
free scientists from the heavy burden of
teaching and administration that the pursuit
of Humboldt's ideals had imposed on uni
versities;

Currently celebrating its 75th birthday,
the Max Planck's network of independent
research institutes remains the envyof scien
tists throughout the world. Although the
society has been contending with serious
budget difficulties and .tensions in irs rela
tions with German universities in recent
yeats, it enjoys what research institutions in
few other countries have been 'able to
achieve: substantial public funding with al
most complete ,scientific and administrative
autonomy.

The society's scientific reputation was re
confirmed last month by the award of the
Nobel Prize in physics-s-shared with Gerd
Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer of IBM-to
Ernst Ruska, the 79-year-old inventor ofthe
electron microscope andformerly the direc
tor of MPG's Fritz-Haber-Institute in Ber
lin. Ruska is the MPG's 23rd Nobel prize
winner since its foundation, andthe thirdin
three successive years;

The publicity that has surrounded both
this stringofsuccesses andthe current birth
.]ay celebrations will, it is hoped, help break
a funding deadlock that has held the Max
Planck-Society's budget constant at about
$500 million a year for more than a decade.
At the beginning of October, the Hinder
(state) govemments, which provide almost
half the public financing, agreed to support
a real budget increase of 3.5% next year.
However, the MPG had been hoping for an
increase of 5%, as well as an additional $IO
million over the.next 5 years for.scientific
equipment.

14 NOVE~'1BER i986

The Max-Planck-Society did not get its
present name (suggested by British scientist
Sir Henry Dale) until 1948. It began in
Berlin in 19II as the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ge
sellschaft. and originatedfrom a joint pro
posal by a group of scientists and industrial
ists who argued that advanced research was
sufficiently important to receive public fund
ing butro remain separate from the con
straints ofthe university world.

Despite the many changes that have taken
place in the world ofscience over the past 75
years, the philosophy of the Max-Planck
Society is largely unchanged. As a result, it
remains ail essentially elitist and conserva
tive (some even use the word "feudal")
organization,· wedded to the idea that a
nation's industry Can prosper through the
careful nurturing of basic science, but run
with the. traditional German emphasis on
organizational efficiency and'discipline.

The scientific activities of its 60 research
institutes and project groups cover topics
from nuclear physics through molecular ge-

Max Planck. Presided ()Ver the Kaiser
Wilhelm-Gesellschaft in the 1930's and
immediately after Warld War 11. The
iJrganizatWn was namedafter him in 1948.

netics and coal research to the study of
patent law. In size, they tange from the
1000 scientists and technicians employed in
the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics
at Garching near Munich, to orhers-s-such
as the new-mathematics institute in Bonri
with nomore than a dozen people on the
staff.

Whatever an institute's size, its scientific
autonomy is jealously guarded. The 200
scientific directors who are responsible for
the individual research programs are each
carefully selected. Once appointed, howev
er,they are free to appoint their own staffand
choose their- own-research topics. But-they
have to rejustify their support every 7 years.

Accountability is -primarily scientific.
Each institute is regularly scrutinized by an
international teamofvisiting scientists; who
reportdireetly to the Max-Planck-Sociery
president. The reports perform a double
function, not merely checking on the quality
of the work being performed, butalso, says
one administrator, "making us tru$tworthy
on the political scene."

According to the current presidenr, chem
ist Heinz Staab of the Max Planck Institute
for Medical Research in Heidelberg, this
independence has been made possible be
cause the society's support has always come
from _two separate sources, each of which
has tendedto neutralize the-influence of the
other, leavingthe MPGfree to determine its
own policies.

"There has always been a balance of pow
er," says-Staab. Initially it was between
government andprivate sponsorship; now it
is bcrweerrthe federal and state govern
rnents.f'The research has neverbeen depen
dent on just one of these groups," he adds.

In addition, MaxPlarick scientists work in
an environment that reflects what one offi
cialdescribes as the' "higher bourgeois" val
ues ofthe early years of the century. This
means, for example, that there has never
been much reluctance to engage in research
of explicit value to the private sector (pro
vided individual topics remain set by the
scientists ·themselves).

At the same time, it also means that there
has beeha conscious effort to isolate the
content of research from political debates.
During World War II, this led to some
murky dealings with the Nazi regime, which

" later prompted the UnitedStates to propose
.s thar all the research institutes be disbanded
~ (they were saved after intervention by the
~ B·· ha::: ritish),
j In principle; however, the result has been
(3 to create a 'protected system of free enter-

prise sciencethat is unique inthe industrial
ized world. Scientists with a proven track
record are provided considerable flexibility
and freedom to innovate. "It is vcry cffi-
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The higher' the TOTAL RETURN, the more morieyyou make on
your investment. It's that simple!

The First Trust u.S. Government Fund, from the investment
banking firm of Clayton Brown & Associates, is'a mutual fund
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pocket.
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BY COTTON MATHER LINDSAY

HOW NOT TOI CONTROl. MEDICAl.COSTS
Trying to keep patients from seeing specialists only
pads the bill and ~nderminesquality•

come more expensive to treat the longer
they go untreated.

Nor are gatekeepers necessarily efficient
when they themselves treat patients. The
fans of gatekeeping assume that a general
ist's fees willbe lower than a specialist's, but
that's not always true. Cardiologists and neu
rosurgeons often charge more for an office
visit than generalists do; pediatricians, der
matologists, and orthopedic surgeons often
charge less.

Fees for office visits aren't the only costs
of treatment. Consider a 1983 Emory Uni
versity study that compared how dermatolo
gists and family practitioners would manage
treatment of ten different skin diseases.
Compared with the generalists, the special
ists ordered tests that cost only half as
much, and they would have required pa
tients to return less often for treatment.
While the specialists wrote more prescrip
tions,the total cost of medication wasn't
much higher. Taking everything into ac
count, the dermatologists would have pro
vided care for 10% lesscost than the family
practitioners.

.'}

• For three decades now, thanks to insur- ~.

ance andMedicare, consumers have paidrel- !
atively little out of their own pockets for !
medical services. Lacking compelling rea- ~

sons to tradeoff costs againstbenefits, they
naturally have demanded ever-increasing
quantities of care. Just as naturally, thesup
pliers of health care---doctors, hospitals, lab
oratories, andso forth--have expanded their
services, both to compete for business and
because payment was a sure thing. Thus our
health care system has encouraged "over
servicing," a main cause of the upward spiral
in health care costs.

Health maintenance organizations
HMOs-and other prepayment plans were
supposed to solve the problem. Since HMOs
receive a flatfee in advance,they have an in
centive to control costs. But prepayment
plans do nothing to constrain demand for
care. Once a consumer enrolls in an HMO,
he is free, in theory at least, to use as many
services as he wants;

To solve that part of the equation, HMOs
have turned to "gatekeeping." The idea is
deceptively simple: Gatekeepers propose to
reduce costs by making sure patients use the
least expensive types of services. The gate
keeper, the first person to examine a pro
spective patient, has a dual function: to keep
those who don't need special treatment from
wasting the time of specialists, and to guide
those who do need such treatment to the ap
propriate specialist.

Proponents of gatekeeping argue that it
controls runaway demand without harming
the quality of care. I believe their stand is
based on several- false assumptions or
myths. Intact, gatekeeping may increase the
costs of health care, and it poses a serious
threat to patients.

Let's examine the myths first, then their
consequences .

.. Myth 1: Gatekeeping ensures effi
cient medical care. Gatekeepers, .usually
general practitoners or internists, arenot ef
ficient when they become middlemen, refer
ring the patient to another physician.
Referrals increase costs directly, by requir
ing' another visit to a doctor; and indirectly,
by delaying diagnosis of conditions that be-
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